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About us

2015 - year of foundation

Main field of activity: Production and distribution of cosmetics

Our brands:

Production facilities: Outsource.
Selection of the best production plantes in Europe and 
Ukraine

Methods of selecting factories: third-party audit

Intellectual resource: Innovative laboratories to develop 
their own unique recipes



Certified production

Original raw materials

High-tech equipment for the 
production and packaging of 
products

Fame on the market

Skilled personnel
Speed of acceptance of the order

The main criteria for selecting production plants

Competitive cost of works



Mission
With sincere concern for you, we are 
working on creating products that will 
help to improve and maintain your 
beauty

Create effective cosmetics based 
on innovation, knowledge of the 
effects of natural components 
and safety



Efficiency

Beauty Success

Motion

Values

At the heart of the work of our company are five general values:

Care



Strategy
A full set of aids in the basis of which unique formulas are laid,
original raw materials, produced in high-tech factories.

Accents of the company:

Динамика
Постоянный рост и развитие, 
как всех участников команды 
так и нашей продукции

Доверие

Дисциплина
Каждый участник команды очень уважает 
порядок, потому каждый знает за что он 
отвечает и знает что от него дут другие 
работники команды. Есть правила – для 
дисциплины это выполнение этих правил.

Дружба

Достоверность
Мы гарантируем исполнение данных 
нами обещаний

Детали
Все большое создается с 
деталей.  Мы за здоровое 
отношение к мелочам которые 
ценит пользователь

Доступность
Доступные цены в сравнение с 
продукцией конкурентов



Beauty Creating products, first of all we think about a woman. Woman - an inexhaustible 

vessel of inspiration for creativity. Its beauty, in itself, both in general, and in every 
element of it, action ... look. There is a goal and we definitely know for whom and how 
we move and work

Efficiency We know how important it is for a woman to be feminine and beautiful, therefore 
creating cosmetics, we focus on her effectiveness. For this purpose, our specialists 
develop clever formulas and, thanks to innovative equipment, we receive products that 
comply with the promises we made

Success Each of us, is working on creating our own unique success story. Our success is to offer 

products on the market that will help realize the dream of beauty and harmony with the 
world around us and with ourselves.
Our success is your success, in choosing the products that will become your favorite.

Motion To ensure that our products are in your house - it overcomes a long and important way. 

To do this, our company invests all the energy even at the stage of forming the very idea 
of the product and during its production, strictly following each process. The vital flow is 
important to us - as an indicator and engine of the life of us and our work.

Care We are able to listen and match women's desires and needs, like no other, to women's 

desires and needs



Poland
Denmark
Latvia
Lithuania
Estonia
Romania
Saudi Arabia
Lebanon
Jordan
Vietnam
Moldova
Ukraine
Georgia
Russia
Azerbaijan
Uzbekistan
Kazakhstan
Armenia
Morocco



My professional haircare
KAYAN is professional cosmetics adapted to home use. Their 
formulation was developed in the famous laboratory BESSE in 
Spain and, in preparation, the same products as for a beauty 
salon are used .
KAYAN offers 4 care directions: for thin, dry, damaged and 
dyed hair. In every range you will find optimal ingredients for 
needs of your hair. The main thing that KAYAN gives you is the 
formula, prepared specially for everyday use. Every 
component works at its task effectively and together they 
provide a wonderful rusult. That's why all KAYAN ranges suit 
home use perfectly well. 
.

Learn More http://www.kayancosmetics.eu

https://www.facebook.com/KayanProfessional/

https://www.instagram.com/kayan_professional/?hl=ru

Brand represented 11 SKU

Made in EU

https://www.facebook.com/KayanProfessional/
https://www.instagram.com/kayan_professional/?hl=ru


Vitamin complex - 9 active components

Natural Oils

Decoctions of leaves and herbs

Washing base - natural soap

The basis of the composition:

Botanic Leaf is a product in which the natural ingredients in double
concentration are as carefully, safely and efficiently taken care of your hair,
restoring the natural beauty of hair day after day.

Botanic Leaf products are characterized by high consumer properties and
absolutely safe to use. Products Botanic Leaf does not contain, SLS,
parabens, mineral oils.

https://www.facebook.com/BotanicLeaf/

https://www.instagram.com/botanic_leaf/


